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About This Game

You are a nameless dreamer, trying to make sense of the mystery that is the Common Dream. You know that deliverance lies
within the lost pages of the Necronomicon and in the enigmatic Abyss deep within the Dream. To reach these, however, you
must fight through hordes of insane dreamers and eldritch beings, as well as discover your past and the occult history of the

Common Dream.

H.P. Lovecraft inspired, original story - told carefully piece by piece

Challenging combat that respects the player's ability to learn and adapt

Procedural level structure that ensures endless replay value

Wide array of weapons, items, and foes to offer tons of unique, compelling scenarios

Permadeath system akin to modern roguelike titles

Beautiful, stylized pixel art with the audio to match

Developed and published by Hunchback Studio
Created by Aleksi Sirviö
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Boycotting Paradox Interactive for latest greedy actions taken by them.. Terrible game.. only about an hour in but i am
genuinely enjoying myself. sure, the graphics arent the best but they are pretty damn good considering you can also play this
game on your mobile phone. its a little grind-y but i dont mind that in a game. it seems like there are some really cool things to
find, do, and craft as you level up and i havent encountered anything buggy so far. the game is exactly what one would expect- i
feel like every negative review is just people who were expecting more.. i didnt see that its only for vive when i bought it so i
had a few issues bc i use the rift, but... if you open rift menu ingame and reset your veiw, lay down on the floor with the headset
as low as you can get it and then when you get back up in the game you will be able to play, i dont understand it bc its for vive
and not rift but yeah, on rift when you do the game it shows you under th platform and like your floating,

besides all that its an awesome vr testing game to get the full feel of your hights fear, 10-10 game for the price. quot;Stick with
trigger and you'll make it.". Overall grade: A-

The game is a very fun, the puzzles are well made, and the changing mechanics keep you on your toes throughout the game. The
game also boasts a very beautiful and detailed world, with differing environments and actions that mingle well with the dynamic
mechanics of the world. Not to mention the VERY interesting story, and a (metaphorically) EXPLOSIVE ending! (Seriously,
the ending is the best part, in my opinion.) And the main story of the game, albeit somewhat short, is not the end of the game's
content, as you will soon find out that there are special hidden(ish) puzzles interlocked with the main puzzle.whether or not the
price tag for this game is justified is completely up to the user. Personally, I would pay $20 for the game, but I think a price of
$15 or maybe $10 would have fit the brief story better.

My PC can be considered extremely average by most, and this game continued to do a number on it for the duration of my
playtime. I ran at a maximum of 40 fps, but hovered around 10-20 fps for most of the game. I commonly find myself lowering
the graphic settings for other games I play, to accomodate for my less than amazing tech; Pneuma: Breath of Life does not have
the ability to do so, or has very little ability to do so. The fact that I stuck around to finish the game and play the puzzles
definitely says something about this game.

Get i?: Yes, if you like inventive puzzling and semi-comical narration about the purpose of life and your place in the universe,
definitely give it a go.

Edit: while I'm at it, I'd like to nominate this game for a 2016 award! It's certainly deserving of at least one.. Took me a bit to
figure out that in order to find the music files, you had to locate the game file on steam, But now that I'm able to listen to it, I
really enjoy it.
WARNING: nearly half of it is the dance music on a 3 minute loop, so for those who aren't into that, be warned.. Even tough
not as popular like Diablo 2 or Sacred , this game also offers a good hack and slash RPG experience, there are tons of options
for character customization, the story is good and can be played from many perspectives (factions), which also boosts
replayabilty. Those who love the hack'n slash RPG genre should definitely give this a try.. The trailer is more exciting than the
game.. Nice feeling with engine and power with shooting taget! great =)
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Only played a single round but it really has some potential. If you are fine with playing alone most of the time its fine but if you
expected live enemys then this probably is nothing for you just like it's not for me because of that reason. Might visit it later on
if it's able to get a higher playerbase.
. A game for the average post apocalyptic game lover!
Hard decisions, harsh punishments but also lacks in gameplay wich is certainly minimal.
Would only recommend if its on sale.
Otherwise i had pretty much fun with this game!. You might not believe in astrology or tarot cards, but who doesn't enjoy a bit
of mystic mumbo-jumbo really ?

Kismet is basically an interaction with an ethereal gypsy fortune teller. She will read your horoscope or your tarot. You can also
play some traditional board games with her. It is a relaxing and meditative experience. You won't put many hours into it, but you
may come back to it from time to time for a bit of spiritual guidance.. All of these are gold even though I couldnt be caught
dead playing them :) 10\/10. She's pretty OP at 50. I was enjoying the game up until the point at which I realized that bridges are
not working properly. I was able to build two bridges after about ten attempts. I needed to build a third bridge but it just
wouldn't work. I gave up after about fifteen attempts. I tried various locations and as many different bridge configurations
(different lengths, angles relative to shore, etc.) as I could think of, but I was not able to figure out why I succeeded in building
the first two bridges but not the third. I also tried reloading the game.. Remarstered version of the first ND game. It
was...surprisingly...short. It was interesting, It's not my favorite game in the series, but for someone just starting out with ND
games, it's a nice introduction to the series. It only took me 3 1/2 hours to beat this one, so as I said, short. Aside from that
though, there's nothing particularly wrong with the game. Just expect others in the series to be longer and a little more
complicated.. Love this game needs more players though give It some love It's actually A good game don't listen to what others
say.
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